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The properties· of strongly-deformed transuranitC elements are studied 

on the basis of a supertluld model of a nucleus. Inslgnltloant ohanges In Nils

son schemes have be-en made, by using experimental data and taking Into 

account the lntluenoe of the supertluldlty. Pairing energies have been oalou

lated, and the following values have been found fo'r the Interaction constant.,: 

G 
11 

= 0.0201\ .... , G,.= 0.0 24 'k..,~. The single - particle excitation spectra 

of odd-mass nuclei have been calculated, the density of the- calculated l!'vels 

Is approximately two ,times greater than that of Nilsson scheme. The single-

particle excitation In even-even 1\UOiel have been oaloulated.It has been obtained, that In 

all the calculated spectra of the_ even-even nuclei,- Th282, u28 4, Pu288, Pu240, 

Pu242, Pu244, Cm 246, Cf248 ti1e l!!vels 1-, lying below I MeV, are the lowest 

ones. The corrections have been oaloulated, to'_ '{3 and /f' -transitions which 

are due to the supertluldlty of the ground and excited states. The results obtained 

are mutually- consistent; for the same values ol C there are obtained the correct 

values of the pairing energle~ and levels of the even and odd nuclei, where~s In 

changing G by 1, 80 - 40 )7. a sharp discrepancy ;,.,lth ~xperlmental data Is observed. 

Mathematio'al methods developed by N .N. Bogolubov In constructing the theories 

of the superfluldlty_ and superoonduotivtt/1/ allowed to s-olve the problem of taking Into 

account the residual nucleon interactions leading to the pairing correlations In the . 

model of- Independent particles. On this basis a supertluld model of a nucleus was for_

mulated In 121. 

The present paper Is ·devoted to a study of the properties of the strongly-deformed 

transuranlo elements using a superfluld model of a nucleus~ As. a se!t-oonslstent field 

we use the Nilsson potential, who111e energy levels are slightly corrected in accordance 

with the experhnental data. ·Under the assumption of the adiabatic approximation the 

slnsle-partlole levels ot both odd and even-even nuclei and the pairing energies are 

oaloulated, The corrections· to · {!J • and .C • transition probabilities are made. 

The meaning of a superfluid model formulated in/2/ is as follows: basing upon a self- consistent 

potential of the shell or unified models, the superfluid model takes into account the nucleon interaction 

near the Ferml energy surface under the following assumptions: 

1) the residual interactions both be~ween neutrons and between protons are described by the Ha

miltonian 

H;;; L { £::(.s):... 
,s,G . 

GL 
s,s' 

.,. a.,.. 
Cl.S+ .s- Q.s•- ( 1 ) 

2) the calculations are being made for ~ach 'definite nucleus, neglecting a certain averaging asso

ciated with the conservation of the number of particles on the average. The. nucleon states are .characte- ~-

r.lzed by a set of aucmtum numbers ( 5 do ), which is determined by the shape of the self-consistent 

field, d • :t: d. characterizes, e,q;, ~he sign of the projection oi the angular momentum of each nucleon 
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along the nuclear symmetry axis, E (s)- th13. vaiues of the energy levels in the self-consistent field. A 

certain simplification of the physical picture is that the interaction G is assumed to be constant. 

The chemical potenti~l A is determined from the condition 

n~ .Z:., < 
<Sd 

+ 
Q_jcS 0-S6 > ( 2 ) 

where n is the number of particles, and < · · · > designates the averaging over a certain 

state. '!/hen the variational principle is applied, the chernicalpotential plays the role of the Lagrange 

factor. !~ote that Hamiltonian ( 1 ) should be regarded as a part of a complete Hamiltonian containing, 

e.g.,· the collective interactions. · 

To solve the problem we make use of the variational principle suggested by N.N. Bogolubo/31. 

Like in/4/, for the ground state of the system consisting of even number of particles we obtain the follow

ing equations 

~ "G= L 1 
.s 

n.-- L 
..s 

{ 
1. - E. ( .5) - ?t } 

Vc.J.+ { e:oJ- -:xy 
to determine C and )\ . The ground state energy is found as 

c ~£(s){i .. c E. (.s) - :>. } . 1. 

V~ .. + [ c:cs)- ?\f - G 

whereas the wave function 

if 7T{ + 
u.s + ~ a...Si- a:-}~ 

5 

Ct._,l 4!. = 0 

.. <~ £(!.)-?I J 
us "" r t J.. + R- ·f- { c::cs>-?tf~ J 

J. { l I 
E(.s)- A } 

~ = I l-- t c.,._+ f £csJ- i\Y 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 

( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

( 7) 
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The wave functions of the excited states are written as 151 

'J1 
(s1, s.t):: 71 ( u_$ -t- ~ Q;+ ~_s+-) a.;. 6~ Q.s::...z. ~ 

.$ =f' s, 
.s :P s._ 

The energy and the basic equations are obtained as follows 

C ( .s~ 1 S.z. ) = E ( s~ ) + .· · o;;- { £.(s)- )I } L 
§.C.sJ-) + ~ £.(s) i- . - .£.+191 

· .5+.Sc · 1[.::.'-+{J::(s)-/.Y G 
.s =1: .s ... 

'C( .. J-+ I v;, + ~.: ) i 

j 

For the odd shell, if the odd nuc;:leon is in the S,:state, the energy of the system and the equations for C 

and ·~ are found as follows 

-e ~ . r· e c~") - A } 
C.... ( S ~ ) ~ £. ( .S. ) + ,L_.s £ ( .S} l 1. - v I -

. .!..p.s; c'-+ {EC.sJ-~}' 

C.z. G ,_ 
Cc + 2 v;; I 11 I 

'Yl = 1. + L 5 i - £.(s.)- A J· I 12 I 
.s.ps.- l yc. ... +{£(s)-~}'" 

These equations describe both the ground, for the most part when £. c~~) = c,. I and the excited states 

of the system with an odd number of particles; the wave function of this system is put as 

I 13 I 

Thus, to determine C and 1\ both as ground and excited superfluid states, it is necessary 

to solve the corresponding equation system. This approach is essentially different from that described 

in 171, If in case of a superfluid model, C and 'A are found by solving the corresponding equa-

tions, and the interaction constant C is determined from the experimental values of the pairing energy 

then Ii/7 I the values of C are determined from the pairing energy, A being assumed 

equal to the Fermi surface energy EF . The advantage of the approach based on the superfluid model 
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of a nucleus in comparison with that in/7/ consists, first, in the possibility of determining C. and ). 

for the excited states, of taking into account the changes of C and ). in changing.the deformation • 
of ci nucleus and the like, what cannot be made in the case/71, ·Second, calculating the change /\ in the 

transition from a nucleus to a nucleus, and from a ground state to an excited one, we, thereby, take into 

account the change in the properties of a nucleus as a many-body system. Third, our calculations are more 

inambiguous and reliable since at disposal there is a single interaction constant Q which 

changes slowly and monotonously from a nucleus to ci nucleus, while C. changes by jumps depending 

on a concrete behaviour of the energy levels of the.self-consistent field. · 

In'a superfluid model of a nucleus arises a question about the orthogonality of the ground and 

excited states. It is easy to show that all the states of the odd shell are orthogonal, with respect -to each 

other the ground and excited states ( 8 ) with S1 ;:f:. .si. of even shell are also orthogonal relative to 

each other. However, the ground and excited states ( 8') at are not orthogonal relative to each other, 

viz.,· 

( '£-+ ( .s,, s.t.) 'f ( .s~, s.~.) )== (u:, ~~- u~. ~:)(u;J_ v:s:- u.,:v;~)17 ('<uJ"+ t's!~j( 14 ), 
.J-flt 

where u' v-' .5 .1. 

h tl t 
u~ v; - o 

are referred to the excited state 

':1! (..s ... , .s.L} • 

p ( .s., .St) 
~#S.. 

, whereas 

To evaluate the inaccuracy due to the conservation of the numbe~ of par tides on the average, we 

calculate the root-mean-square fluctuation .An of the number of particles '1'1 • For the ground stct1e of 

the even shell, we get 

'(A-Yl r- ::::- L 
"' 

cz.. 

c. .. + [ E:(s)- ;xy ( 15 ) 

~ 

For the case of the excited state !J! ( s,, .S,_) , in the sum the terms with s = .s., 
and s - .S.2. must be absent. For the odd shell state "!((sl.) in the sum ( 15 ) the term with s == s1 
must be absent. 

. .. ~: ... !:.~~1!.~.~1!-.~~r..~~.~~!!~!~~~~!!?!.~.f..~Y.~~~.~!.~.~~.~'!.?.~~! .... 

It is well-known that the Nilsson potential /8/ fails to give either, a necessary sequence of the 

energy levels or correct values' of the energy difference between the levels. This is connected, first, with 

the shortcomings of the Nilsson scheme itself, for it does not take into account to a sufficient extent 

all the complicated nuclear phenomena ( showing, however, the basic regularities ), ·Secondly, it is con-, 

nected with the necessity of considering the residual iriteractions leading to pairing correlations. Making . 

use of the experimental data/9,10/ on the single-partiele levels of the odd nuclei, we analyse behaviour 
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of the levels in the Nilsson shcemes fori:>- 82 and N > 126 with account of the influence of the super

fluidity of the ground and excited states. In/2/, according to the calculations on ·a superfluid model of a 

nucleus th~ influence of the supeFfluidity was found onthe behaviour of the signgle-particle levels of the 

odd nuclei which reduces to 

1) the superfluidity, as a rule, does not lead to a change in the ground state of a nucletis repre

sented by the Nilsson scheme; 

2) with increasing the interaction constant C the excitation en~rgies decrease ; 

3) hole and particle levels behave differently with increasing G . However, the sequen-

ce of hole (particle) levels with respect to each other does not change. 

By analysing of the experimental data on single-partiCle levels and equilibrium deformations and 

taking into account th~ influence oft~ superfluidity we can draw a·conclusion that it is necessary to 

make some changes in_the .Nilsson's schemes presented in9, viz., 

1) in the_ scheme of levels for the odd-Z nuclei when Z )' 82, we decrease the level 

11.J 2. • [ 5 OSJ by 0.4 i\. Wo which appears in no nucleus, 

2) in the _scheme of the levels for the even-N nuclei when N > 126 , we make the following 

changes: 

a) the level .t!( +['"']as that appearing in neither of the nuclei ·decreases by 0.251i Wo what i~ 
. - 1~/ 

the same as the decrease of the· subshell, L • fZ. • · . 

_ b) the sub-shell } 15/2 increases by 0.02 itA:> 
0 

, cj the level Y2 +[!;'51.] decreases by 0.017 n,c.J0 

what is the same as the decrease of' the subshell ol s;a,. _ 

Making use of the corrected Nilsson schemes, we calculate the pairing energies to find G 
both for proton interactio~ and neutron one. The numerical solutions of Eqs. ( 3 ), ( 4 ), ( 12 ) are being 

made by an electronic computer. Having calculated 'E. ('J!,W) by formulas ( 5 ), ( 11 ) we find the pairing 
energ1es 

~ ('Z,N):::: 2. C (Z,':-1.).- c(z.,f\1)- C(Z?.,N-z.) (16) 

for G = 0.016, 0.020, 0.024 1i C:, •• The results of the calculations ar_e listed in Tables 1 /and II 

from which it is seen that the pairing energies depend upon G very strongly. 

Comparing the calculated pairing energies with the experimental data we obtain that· for neutron 

interaction eN~ o,o2.o 1\C:,. (more exactly ( ,:),o ts-I;C:.. < G"'< o,o.22~~)), and for the proton inter-

action ( C p :::; o, o24 VI c.:l. . {more exactly ~· 02..2.. i; 0::,. < Cc, ..::.-· o, oi.6 ~ .:.. · ). 
It is seen from the comparison of the magnitudes of the interaction constants C 

obtained above with the magnitudes in the region 150 < A < 190 that C1 - decreases insignifi-

cantly in passing from the' rare-earth region to the transuranic one. 
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Let us calculate the excitation spectrum of the odd nuclei by solving /12/ and finding the 

difference in energies ( 11 ), for odd N- nuclei from N = 141 up to N == 149 and for odd e. nuclei 

from Z:: 91 up to z := 95 for a number of deformations. In order to characterize the behaviour of the 

, basic magnitudes in Table III, , we give the values C. , :X , and 4"' for the case -z:::: 931 

S,::::. 0.26 for the ground and two excitation states ( and for comparison for the ground s'tate . 

'Z= 94 ), It is seen from Table III, that c and ~ change strongly both in passing from an even 

nucleus to an odd ·one, and in passing from the ground state to the excited one. In the odd· Z nucle.i 

when C, P a O.Ol6 1; c..:1 .. , and in some cases·when G P = o, o~ 1:. 4.:)., • · the pairing correlations 

are absent in the ground states, when C.P = o, o u;-t>t ca. , the superfluidity is observed tc disap

pear in a 'number of excited states. In the odd- N nuclei, when c;N = 0.016 1:\e..:). the .. superfluidity 

is not observed to disappear, although ~ is very smqll for the ground states of some nuClei. It is seen 

from T~ble III that the magnitude of the chemical potential )\ varies near the energy of the Fermi sur

face E, , which for Z 93 is 5.628 1i WI Note, that these changes of i\ are weaker if 

compared with the changes 1"21 in the region 150 < A < 190. · 

The second assumption of a superfluid nuclear model on the conservation of the ~umber of par

ticles on the average may strongly restrict the accuracy of the calculations and , therefore, needs a nume

rical estimation. We calculate the root-mean-square fluctuation A "" of the number of particles and 

compare it with the double number of levels over which the summation is being made, in our case with 

the number 48. ·According to the calculations of AYJ , a part of which is given in Table III, we draw 

a conclusion that the error due to the fluctuation of the number of particles is of the order of 5%; · 

Comparing the calculated single-particle energy levels of odd nuclei with the experimental data, 

we, wee, that the agreement is rather rough, the best agreement is· obtained when G p = 0.024 -11 c.o 0 

for the odd z :n~clei and when GN=0.0201lw0 for the odd N nuclei. It is necessary to note that calcu-

lated low-energy levels density is in good agreement with experimental data [IO]and approximately 

two times greater than the density of levels of Nilsson: scheme. ~In Table IV are listed, 
for example lower the energy levels for a number of nuclei. To obtain as a more detailed agreement of 

the calculated levels with those measured experimentally it is necessary to improve the scheme of the 

self-consistent field levels. · 

Note, that the influence of the superfluidity on the spectra. of the odd nuclei in the transuranic 

region .is somewhatweaker·compared with the rare.;,earth region, although G decreases insingi-

ficantly. Moreover, for the same values of · C( the influence of the superfluidity on the odd :Z 
nuclei in the transuranic region is somewhat weakened.in comparison with the region 150 < A ~ 190, 
what is connected, very likely, With the change in the density of the 1eveisl10/, 
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Let us calculate the single-particle levels of the even-even nuclei energies by a superfluid model 

of a nucleus. To this end we solve Eqs. ( 3 ), ( 4 ), and ( lO ) and calculate the energy of the ground 

and excited states. Note, that. the excited states of form ( 8 ) are double degenerated in contrast to those . . 
of ( 8' ). The excitation spectrum calculated on the basis of a superfluid nuclear model shows as minimum, 

what values of the spins and parities of the lower excited states are themost likely for an analysis of 

the experimental data i.e., the calculated spectra of the even-even nuclei give, at least, what the- Nils

son schemes do for an analysis of the odd nuclei. 

The influence of the superfluidity on the excitation spectra of the even-even nuclei is rather strong. 

At the same time, if in the case of the o~d nuclei the single-particle levels condense near the ground 

state with increasing C , -then in the even-even nucl~i the single-particle levels move aside from the _ 

ground state with increasing C 1 i.e., the gap is becoming larger. The change in th~ behaviour of 
~" . 

the levels for U with increasing <:;; is demonstrated in Table VII. 

In order to obtain an idea about a behaviour of the basic magnitudes in Tables V and VI, we 
:z.'S 8 . . 

give the values of C , A , and A"' for "'P~ both for the p~oton interaction and for the 

neutron one. We denote by t1 F the number of the Fermi surface level, the next level is denoted by 

'Vl F + t etc. The calculations show that C decreases strongly in passing from the ground to the 

lowest excited states, vanishing in some cases even if C111 "" 0.022 'ti ~. and Cpa 0.0241; """· 

The disappearance of the superfluidity in the excited states with the .lowest energies leads to a decrease 

of the gap in comparison with 2.{ C:&.-t { E,:- ~}"': The value~ of the chemical potential '). vary 

about EF , the deviations of :>. from C:.r are large compared with those in the odd nuclei 

and amount to O.SMeV. 

Let us calculate the root-mean-square fluctuation A !'I of the number of particles. Then, .compar

ing it wit~ the number 48 ( i.e. ·with the double number of levels ) we obtain that 4t1/4 ll is of 

order of 5%. Thus, the change of C and A in passing fr~m the ground to the excited states both 

in the evem and in the odd nuclei co~siderably .exceeds the errors due to the conservation of the number of 

particles on the average. 

As has been shorn above I the excited states of form ( 8 ) are not orthogonal both in respect to 

each other and in respect to the ground state ( we denote it by f o) ). Let us evaluate the magnitude 

0~ the nonorthoqonolity, e,g,,· for p~"1,for the proton interactions when Cfp .. 0.024 i\~. we get . 
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< V'lr:-d. 1 VlF- L/o> ::= 0 1 -IS ; < VlF, VlF I "YYF -.J., N'l,:- .d. > = a,o i.. 

< Vl F, Vl F I 0 > = o, 4.2. < 1"\F+i., ",:-.,.i.[nF-LJ ..,F-.L > = qo~ 

<nF-t-J.1 tY1F'-t.L{o>::: O,tto j < 1'\F.,..{t"lF-J, . .L{ -..,FI ..,F >::: 'o,6"7 

and for neutron interactions when CtN = 0.022 t; ·~- we find 

< r1F -1, "Y\F- J. I 0 ">'= o, IT

< r1 F, .,F f o :> = o,4 4 

. <"'f:'l''F[""'r:-i1 "",:-l>= o,oo.J. I . • 

<11"'+.l,11Ft-i.{IY1F-.£1 "1F-i) = o,o 8 

<.VIr:-( i. 1 nF+L{o > =. 0 1 3.1.. J < V'tp-ti,..,F+t{ ,....,F, ..,F' > ::: 0 1 2.1-., 

( 17 ) 

( 171 ) 

'It is seen from here that the admixture of the excited states of form ( 8' ) in the ground state 

is great. Therefore, the difference of the energies between the states of form ( 8 ) can be calculated 
' ' -t-

with a greater accuracy than their energy with respect to the ground state. The energy of the states 0 
form ( 8' ) is calculated with a considerably less accuracy. Let us calculate the energies of a number 

1.3"1 . l.3b' .z. ... o . ;z.ll' 
of the excited states U for the deformation tS',... 0.24, 'Pu... , 'P""- , and C....., when 

cS = 0.26 and list them in Tables VII, VIII, IX. Among the lower levels there are states o-r which 
' 2.!1~ . 

allow to treat the states with energies 1.15 MeV and 1.62 MeV U. as single-particle ones. The 

given values for the energies of the levels make it possible to analyse the experimental data. 

The most interesting result of the calculations· is thaUn all the spectra of the even-even nuclei 

which we have calculated the lowest level is ( 1- ) , since the level ..n = o with a negative parity 

is demonstrated as ( 1 ::: ~ - ) . This is so because of an acci~ental combination of the le

vels in the Nilsson scheme. It follows from our calculations that.the single-particle levels 1-, lying belov. 

1 MeV must be 9bserved in the nuclei of Th232, u234, Pu238, Pu240, Pu242 I Pu244, cm246, 

Cf248, It is likely that analogous calculations may confirm the appearance of the levels 1- in other trans

uranic elements, particularly, in lighter isotopes Th . Indeed, l~t~us consider the Nilsson scheme for 

the odd nuclei. We see that beginning with N = 130, the following sequence of the levels is observed 

112-, l/2t , 3/2-, 3/2+ , 5/2-, 3/2+ etc~.e. the levels standing beside each other have opposite pari 

ties and . I..O..t- ..0..:- L I= 1 or 0, what is.very favourable for the appearance of the levels 1-. 

A similar picture is observed in the scheme of the levels of odd Z nuclei. 

Thus, the above-mentioned calculations point out that the lower levels with I = 1 and the nega

tive parity displaying in a number of transuranic elements may be single- particle, but not the collective 

levels. 
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Let us calculate the corrections to the fb and -r transition probabilities. These correc

tions are due to the superfluidity of the ground and excited states. Being aware of C and :>. 
it is easy to get the wave functions of the ground and.excitE!d stqtes ( 6 ),. ( 8 ), ( 8' ), ( 13 ). It is 

not difficult to show that the corrections to the probabilities are indicated as factors less than unity .. 

Let us calculate the correctic;ms to the probabilities of f3 -decay, for the 

of the odd -nucleus, if the neutron from-the state. s. passes into the proton in the state ·Sa, 

i.e. I Jt1,..2'h.11 .J.f, Z=2.~~ I-"' IN= 2nN, 2 =2.ttz +f I we have 

The correction to the probability of a 

'j J1 = 2-n.., + f, z = z.,,- f I 

is found as follows 

r. -decay of the odd-odd nucleus, i.e. 

-- /X= 211"', Z= 2nz / 

(18) 

where We SUbStitute c and -~ belonginq tO the ground State Of the ev~n Shell into;, u:t\ 1 v-:)1. 
but C and .\ belonqinq to the ground or excited states of the odd shell, if the odd particle is found · 

, . u'Sci"UHI;4). · 1):CI0J~ .. ::t:t) · • 
to in the state s£ into . $ I $ • In Table X we ~ive the calcu-

lated correction to the probabilities of a p -decay of u.237 Pu 237 and Jlp 23 • It is seen 
from the Table that the co,rrections can be very significant in the individual cases. The corrections 
to the electromagnetic transitions have a more complicated form, for the case of an odd-nucleus 
we obtain 

where 1- ;;; 1 for electric and 'C.= -1 for magnetic transitions. 
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In Table XI we give the corrections to 
in larger intervals than the corrections to a 

0 -transitions. ~ote, that these corrections vary 

~decay. 

Thus, o~ calculations show that in calculating the probabilities of (' and 3 transit!-
/ 

ons in strongly-deformed transuranic elements it is necessary to take into acount the superfluidity of the 

ground and excited states~ 

S. C o n c 1 u s i o n 

The superfluid nuclear model is based on the shell and unified models and is their further develop-
~- -

ment. At the first stage of the investigations performed on the basis of a superfluid nuclear model the 

long-range residual interactions responsible for the main collective properties of a nu~leus were 'not taken 

into account. 

It is worth noting that the results of the calculations by a superfluid nuclear model are inambiguo-

us for the given value of Cc . and the energy levels of the effective potential. In the light ofthis in-

ambiguity a mutual consistency of the results obtained becomes of special interest, viz., for the same va-

lues of the interaction constants Ci there are obtained reasonable values of the pairing energies 

and the levels of the even and odd nuclei, whereas in changing Cf , e.g., by 30%-40% there is 

a sharp discrepance with the experiment both in the behaviour of the levels and in pairing energies. 
the levels and in pairing energies. 

It should be noted that on the basis of a superfluid nuclear model it is possible to carry out comp

lex investigations of the properties of the strongly-deformed nuclei. For this purpose the moments of 

inertia of the ground and excited states should be calculated, as well as the probabilities of (J and 

(" transitions, magnetic moments and the like. To obtain more~aetailed results it is necessary, 

first of all, to obtain the energy levels of the self-consistent field more exact. 

In conclusion the author expresses his' deep gratitude to N.N. Bogolubov for the constant interest 
' . . 

to the investigation and fruitful discussions, to I.N. Silin for making up the programand numerical calcu-

lations, a5 well as to N.I.'·Pyatov V.I. Furman and Lu Yang for their assistance in the analysis of the 

results. 
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Neutron pairing energy (MeV) 

---
.N 8 Pairing energl ----G =O.ol6t. .... _ G,;,o.o2oi. .... G=0.024t.. .... exp. [11] 

data ------
150 0.26 

148 0.26 

146 0.26 

144 0.24 

0.4J 0.94 1.58 o. 7-1.1 

0.2J 0.88 1.57 0.8-1.2 

~ •0.82 0.7-0.9 

0.27 0.97 1.69 0.8-1.0 

Table 11 

Proton pairing energy (MeV) 

____ Pairing .ener~------
G = o.016t..... G==0.020'I....... G=0.024t:..w. exp.ltl) 

data: 

--------------·--------------------------
0.26 0.14 O.J2 o.8o } 

0.57 

0.4-1.1 

0.24 

o.J6 0.78 } 
0.57 

0.26 0.14 

0.24 0.8-1.1 _____ , _____________ _ 



c 

z =94 

G ground state 

t_...,o -
c l-- Ef ~n 

0.016 0.027 0.005 1.2 

0.020 0.052 0.005 1.6 

0.024 0.085 0.006 2.0 

T a b 1 e 111 

~ , ton 

( ~ =0.26, 

ground state 
5/2+ [642} . 

c J.- E~ 
1':1 

0 0.009 

0 -.005 

0.043 -.031 

as a functions of G 

E = 5.628 t. ..... ). 
F 

A 'I'\. 

0 

0 

1.1 

z = 93 

excited states 
particle level 

' 5t::2-f2R_ 

c 

0 

0.030 

0.062 

l- EF 

-.038 

-.054 

-.049 

1-'::r 
roo 
<I-' 
~-Ill 

All 

0 

1.o 

1.6 

'll 
1-'lb 
11>1-1 <& 

hole level 
!L~22QL_ __ 

c 
0.020 

0.041 

0.069 

OQ 
'1 
0 

"' 

>.- EF 

0.004 

0.003 

0.001 

'!111 

1.0 

1.4 

1.7 
1-' 
~ 

·----

1 
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T a b 1 e lY 

Energy of ~xcited states of odd-A nuclei (MeV) 

,.r-------:-:-------------·---
odd-N·nuclei 

J./=143, s- =0.24 
G::::0.0201\.w. 

Jl =147, 
S'=o. 26 

----------------------·------· 
ground state 0 7/2- 0 5/2+ 

G=O.o2ot ..... 
S=0.27 

0 5/2+ 

---------------------------------· 
Particles 
. levels 

0.18 

o.J4 

0.71 ·7/2+ 

0.18 7/2+ 

0.25 9/2-

1.07 1/2-

0.26 

o.Jl 

0.96 

7/2+ 

9/2-

lj2-

odd-Z nucleus 
Z=9J, 8'=0.25 

G=0.024J:..<->o 
I 

0 

0.08 . 

0.74 

o. 77 

5/2+ 

5/2-

J/2-

7/2+ 

--- ---------. ---------------------------
hole 0.26 5/2+ 0.20 1/2+ o.Jo 1/2+ 0.27 1/2-
levels 

0.56 J/2+ 0.47 7/2- 0.56 7/2- 0.51 J/2+ 

0.60 5/2.;. 0.88 5/2+ 0.99 5/2+ 0.78 J/2-

---------------------------------. -----------



T a b 1 e Y .138 

. Pu 44 c S=o.26) 
94 I 

Basic characteristics of the neutron interactions 

fa' Ground Excited states of the form (8'2 

G 
state 

( 'TtF ' nF ) ( '1'\F-+ I , 'tlF + 4 ) ( 'Ttf' -I , 1'\F -I ) 

i~.~~ .. c ~ .....£., ' A 1l c .1.- E, An c l-EF An c l.- E,. £111 

0.018 0.06J 0.029 1.87 0.028 0.079 1.07 0.042 0.081 1.44 0.028 -0.02J 1.04 

0.022 0.108 O.OJO 2.42 0.057 0.070 1.50 0.076 0.076 1.9J 0.059 -0.011 1.5J 

Excited states of the fora (8) 

G 1-' 
·J • 0\ 

( 'T\F. • ~-+I) ( 'l'l., • .,.,_, +2) ( n, -I , n, ) . ( ,F ... I • ,, +2.) 

i ...... c l--E, An c l.-£, .1111 c }.- EF An c ·l-E, An 

0.018 0 0.084 0 0.0002 0.024 0 o.oJ5 '·0.080 1.26 O.OJ5 -0.02J 1.24-

0.022 0 0.051 0 0.051 0.005 l.Jo 0.067 o.o7J 1.7J 0.069 ..;o.o1J 1.76 

___ .__.,. ________________ ____.,.~-----,-.----····-...,_;-.~-·- -- ·-·~ ·~·. ~-- --- _ _..,._.·~-...,.,.~--
---·---·-~---~- --~·"· -~~~"'- ·~· 



2~!l/! 

T a b 1 e Yl 

Basic characteristics of the proton interactions 
Pu2::!8 

( s =0.26) 
94 t44 

G Ground state Excited states of the form (8') -
( n,. • n, ) (n,-1. n. -1) . {t, ( n,. + 4, ""• + 1} 

iw. c l.:.:_EF An c l-EF 11n c }. - E~ An c ~-EF. An - -
0.020 0.052 0 1.60 0.0004 0~09 10-2 0.001 o.o8 0.02 0 -0.06 0 

0.024 0.085 0.01 1.96 0.027 0.07 0.78 0.05J 0.07 1.J7 0.0)6 -0.05 1.06 
~ ~· 

tnnr .. n 
:S:II:)ot 

tnl:=t Excited states of the form (8) :::.loe~ G :s:~r: 
OC= 
-ig= ( 1'\F > 'rtF + f ) ( 1'\" ' n, + 2. ) ('ttF -l. n, } ( 'h.F -t- I, 'I'>F+2) 

1-' fnc= kw. ;:r; = ... - -.;) 

I» -1 c }. - E,. 4n c l_..:.fF An c .).-EF An c l. -£, An :> = ::j 
·.;:_ ~ 

10-2 -· ~., 

0.020 0 0.10 0 0.001)2 0 0 0.09· ·o o. 018 . -0.06 0.67 

0.024 0 o:o8 0 0.01 -O.OJ 0.25 0.04 0.07 1.11 0.049 -0.05 1.J5 



~.P 

'l' n b 1 e Yll 

Single-particle levels of 
u 2.34 

s2 142. in MeV ( b =0.24) 

--------------------------- --------------
Proton levels Neutron levels 

--- --------- -- ------
.Q. , parity G:=O. 020t.. .... o G:.;;O, 024'1\.wo n., parity G =0,018tw • G=O. 022 t.. ..... ----- ----------------------------
2-, 3- 0.75 1.09 1-, 6- 0.78 1.32 

2+, 3+ 0,87 1.19 ' 2+, 3+ 1.09 1. 54 

l·:h 4+ 0.98 1.33 0+ 1.10 1.40 

0+ 1.07 1.29 2-, 5- 1.15 1.57 

0+ 1.15 1.37 1+, 6+ 1.19 1. 65 
~ 

1-, 4- 1.16 1.39 0+ 1.20 1.57 

o-, 5- 1.19 1.45 0+, 5+ l.Jl 1. 75 

0+ 1.31 L:H 3-, 4- 1.40 1.68 

1-, 4- 1.37 1.69 1-, 2- 1.44 1.80 

1-, 2- 1.38 1.59 1+,, 4+ 1.52 1.84 

0+ 1.61 1.80 o.:., 5:... 1.57 1.88 

1+-, 2+ 1.64 1.91 1-, 6- 1.52. 1.85 

1+, 2+ 1.74 1.94 0+ 1. 74 1.96 

1-, 4- 1.94 2.12 0+ 1.86 2.13 

o-, 3- 1.97 2.15 1-, 4- 1.91 2,18 

---------------- -------------------
~ 



I :t i 
~~------,·-~---~-

Tab 1 e Ylll 
.2.38 .2,40 

Single-particle levels of Pu 
4 

and Pu
146 

in MeV ( ~ =0.26) 
114 14 . 94 

Neutron levels Pu238 Proton levels Neutron levels Pu24.0 

.. 
.Q_ '_parity G,. =0.020 t .... .Q., parity Gr=0~024i;...,. 0., parity G,.=O. 020t .... 

J;..., 4- 0.89 O-, 5- 0.85 . ~-2+, J+ 0.90 

0+ 1.03 0+ !).97 0+ 1.11 

0+ 1.08 0+ 1.13 0+ 1.14 

1-, 6- 1.18 2+, J+ 1.39 1-; 6- 1.16 

2+, 3+ l.J2 1-, 4- 1.44 J+, 4+ 1;20 

2+, J+ 1.40 1+, 6+ 1.51 4-, 5- 1.28 

1-, 6- 1•55 1+, 4+ 1.65 3-, 4-' 1.44 
1-' 

O+, 5+ 1.56 2-, J- 1.67 o-, 7- 1.45 \0 

o-, 7- 1.60 1-, 4- 1.70 1+, 6+ 1.44 

1+, 2+ 1.64 1-, 6- 1.75 2-, 7- 1.51 

0+ 1.7J 1+, 2+ 1.88 0+, 5+ 1.56 

3+, 4+ 1.77 1+, 4+ 1.97 o+ 1.62 
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T a b 1 e 1X 
246 

C m in MeV 
96 I 5"0 

·· Sing1e-part1~le levels of ( ~ :0,26) 

----------------------- - --
Proton levels Neutron levels 

------------'---------------------------·-----
Q , parity 

1+, 4+ 

1-, 6-

1-, 4-

1+, 6+ 

0+ 

0+ 

2-, 5-

o-, 5-

1+, 2+ 

1+, 6+ 

0+ 

Gp=O. 024 t,..., .. 

1.00 

1.10 

l.JO 

1.40 

1.49 

1.47 

1.57 

1. 62 

1.8) 

1.9) 

2.05 

0 

Q, parity 

1-, 

0+ 

0+ 

2-, 

1+, 

4-, 

J+, 

4+, 

J+, 

0+ 

2-, 

0+, 

8-

7-

6+ 

5-

4-

5+ 

J-

7+ 

, __ ----

fC' 

G,r0.022kwo 

0.90 

0.91 

0.9J 

1.25 

l.J4 

1. 62 

1. 6J 

1. 64 

1.70 

1.76 

• 1.80 

1.96 

;· 
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T a b 1 e X 

Corrections R r to a ~ -decay of odd-A nuclei for 
Gp =0.024t..... and G:.u=o.o2of:..wo 

Parent nuclei Daughter nuclei 
" R ---. ·-· 

nucleus state nucleus state r 
-

11.37 
[712 7/2- [743] 

.237 

r/2 
5/2+ [642] 0.106 

Pu NP 
94 143 7/2 7/2.:. [743] 93 144 5/2 5/2- [523] 0.090 

r 
5/2+ [642] I 1/2 1/2+ [631] 0.195 

239 
5/2+ [642] 

2:59 
5/2 5/2+ [622] )/p . 5/2 Pu 0.120 

93 t46 5/2 5/?+ [642] 
94 145 

7/2 7/2 - [743] 0.282 
'" 

5/2+ ,[642] 
;...< 

5/2 5/2 5/2+ [633] 0.326 

7/2+ [624] 
243 

p~43 r/2 A m r/2 5/2+ . [642] 0.238 

7/2+ [624] 
95 143 

94 149 7/2 7/2 7/2+. [633] 0.61) 

·--



lucleus 

N !137 . p 
IJ3 ..... 

Pu 237 
94 143 

2.59 

Pu .... s 
94 

'fable Xl 

!he correction.s ·R~ to the electrougnetic transitions 
:for GP= o.024t....... and ·~,;,=o.o2o~ ....... 

Initial state Final state En~rgy (!leV) 

r 5/2- 52.3 r· 5/2+ 642 0~'().6 

)/2 .3/2- 521 . 7/2 5/2- 52.3 0.16 

'J/2 .3/2..- 521. 5/2 5/?- 52.3 0.21 
-~ 

1/2 1/2+ 6.31 7/2 7/2- 74J 0.14 

·{7/2 
7/2- 74J b/2 

5/2+ 622 0.11 

5/2 5/2+ 622 /2 1/2+ 6Jl . 0.29 

. \ ... . : 

Mult. Rr 

E 1 0.464 

E 2 0.65J 

II 1 0.9J4 

E J 0.26) 

E 1 o.5a 10-J (\,) 
(\,) 

E 2 0.207 
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